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The transition from surface to bulk normal dielectric rolls in a nematic liquid crystal is imaged by fluores-
cence confocal polarizing microscopy. The three-dimensional director structure and the liquid flow are scanned
in both the layer plane and the transverse plane. Two systems of small-scale convective flow are formed, one
at each electrode. Strong anchoring makes director oscillations difficult and charges accumulate by the Carr-
Helfrich mechanism. The middle region is a structureless convection where the director oscillates with the
frequency of the applied voltage. The small-scale flow eventually fills the cell from one electrode to the other
as one system of thin and elongated rolls. The true dielectric mode is not a director pattern, rather a surface
flow instability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals �1,2� �LCs� continue to be very attractive
both for their display applications �3–6� and for studying
pattern formation on a convenient scale �7–11�. In particular,
electrohydrodynamic instability �EHI� in nematic liquid
crystals �NLCs� provides many interesting situations for
studying pattern formation in an anisotropic dissipative sys-
tem �12,13�. The standard configuration for EHI is when a
NLC thin film is confined between two parallel conducting
glass plates where it has a planar �homogeneous� alignment.
The rotational symmetry of the NLC director is broken in the
layer plane xy and, therefore, the system is anisotropic in this
plane. When an alternating voltage is applied across the layer
plane, the dynamics of the director field, the fluid flow, and
the electric charge field exhibit two different modes �13–15�.
In the low-frequency or conductive mode, the director and
the fluid flow are stationary, while the charge follows the
applied alternating current �ac� drive. While increasing the
threshold voltage �cell gap independent�, the system insta-
bilities go from oblique rolls to normal rolls, to fluctuating
rolls, and finally to traveling rolls. The Carr-Helfrich �CH�
mechanism �16,17� explains the development of EHI as a
result of the coupling between the system orientational an-
isotropy and its anisotropic conductivity. Using the shadow-
graph technique �18�, various patterns are optically revealed.
The first instability from the quiescent to the convective state
can be to oblique rolls followed by normal rolls �NRs�, hav-
ing the orientation oblique and, respectively, normal to the
director axis. Their periodicity is about the cell gap d. NRs
are also referred to as the Williams-Kapustin domains
�19,20�. The aspect ratio is of the order of 102–103, and
therefore boundary conditions are not important. Above the
cutoff frequency fc, there is the so-called dielectric mode.
The first instability is to normal dielectric rolls �NDRs� fol-

lowed by the defect-mediated, chevron�like� director pattern.
Here, the situation is reversed: the charge distribution is sta-
tionary, while the director and the flow oscillate with the
frequency of the applied voltage. The conductive mode is,
therefore, director dominated, while the dielectric mode is
charge dominated. In the dielectric mode there is a field
threshold, i.e., the onset voltage scales with d. The pattern
wavelength decreases with increasing frequency and it is sig-
nificantly smaller than that of the conductive pattern.

In order to understand pattern selection in the EHI of
NLCs, one would like to find where and on what scale con-
vection first starts. These are still challenging questions, al-
though they have been specifically raised a few decades ago
�21,22�. Experiments in which the direction of the applied
electric field was either parallel �23–26� or transverse �27,28�
to the direction of optical observation revealed the dielectric
instability localized at the cell electrodes. The observation of
the true dielectric mode can be difficult, because it can be
easily confused with the isotropic mode of EHI �15� that can
be observed in any ordinary fluid. In thick cells, the inertial
terms in the Navier-Stokes equations play an important role.
Surface vortices located at the electrodes do not rotate with
the field frequency, but much more slowly �fvort�1 Hz
�29��. During this time, the dielectric torque applies a shear
rate on the director field �30� at the same frequency as that of
the driving voltage. The isotropic mode is insignificant in
thin samples, at low frequencies, and for a high-viscosity
material �15�:

1/�D � � � �2�av/�avd2 �1�

where �D=�0�� /�� is the dielectric relaxation time, �=2�f ,
with f the frequency of the ac drive, �av is the average Leslie
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FIG. 1. Molecular structure of the nematic liquid crystal Mis-
chung 5.
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coefficient, whose value can be increased by lowering the
temperature, �av is the average density, and d is the layer
thickness. Indirect experimental evidence �31�, using a
twisted cell geometry in a laser scattering setup �32�, found
that in the dielectric mode the fluid flow has a three-layer
structure, consisting of two layers of antiparallel vortices lo-
cated near the electrodes, and structureless convection in the
cell middle. This kind of structure for the fluid flow was
actually obtained from calculations and predicted to be the
precursor of turbulence �33�. There is no surprising coinci-
dence here, since it is the stabilizing dielectric torque �for a
material with �a	0� that suppresses the convective instabil-
ity at high voltages in the conductive mode or at high fre-
quencies in the dielectric mode. Despite all this, a full under-
standing of the dielectric mode is still missing. The most
discussed issue is, still, whether the patterns are bulk insta-
bility or rather surface rolls located at the electrodes. Polar-
izing microscopy in the transverse observation �26� showed
small-scale stationary flow in the form of growing plumes

located near electrodes, and breakdown of convection in the
cell middle. Test particles were observed to execute an oscil-
latory motion directed along the applied field, indicating the
presence of small vortices �21,29� and a nonuniform field
distribution near the electrodes �34�.

The high-frequency dielectric mode of the EHI exhibits
effects not described by the standard model �SM� �35�. The
isotropic flow instability represents a challenge for the SM
since it can be obtained in any ordinary �isotropic� liquid.
The instability is driven by inverted charge gradients in thin
Debye layers near the electrodes �15� and this is something
that the SM cannot explain. While both the dielectric and the
isotropic modes are potentially active mechanisms, only one
is achieved under given experimental conditions. In order to
observe the dielectric mode only, one should increase the
threshold for the isotropic flow instability �for instance, by
increasing the LC viscosity�, and/or lower the threshold for
the dielectric mode �by increasing the anisotropy in the elec-
trical conductivity� �21�. The first condition can be satisfied,
for instance, by choosing to observe the instability at lower
temperatures. The choice of a low-conductive �pure� material
is also beneficial. In strongly conductive NLCs, the lowest
threshold corresponds to the inertial branch of the CH insta-
bility, and broad domains are observed �22�.

Previous work explored the formation of NDRs, treating
LCs as ordinary liquids. The interplay between the LC direc-
tor and the fluid flow leads to effects not observed in ordi-
nary �isotropic� liquids. In particular, EHIs are more complex
than in isotropic fluids. The main purpose of the present
work is to bring evidence that the true dielectric mode is,
rather than a director pattern, surface flow instability. We
have employed fluorescence confocal polarizing microscopy
�FCPM� �36,37� to image the three-dimensional �3D� direc-
tor structure and the fluid flow in a NLC undergoing the EHI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The NLC used in the experiments was Mischung 5 �puri-
fied, thus low conductive�, a chemically stable, four-
component mixture of alkyloxyphenyl-alkyl�oxy�benzoates:

4-hexyloxyphenyl-4�-methoxybenzoate �1̄O6̄� 22.0%,

4-octyloxyphenyl-4�-penthyloxybenzoate �5̄O8̄� 30.3%,

4-heptyloxyphenyl-4�-hexyloxybenzoate �6̄O7̄� 13.3%, and

4-butyloxyphenyl-4�-hexylbenzoate �6O4̄� 34.4%. The mo-
lecular structure is shown in Fig. 1. The material parameters
�38–40� are strongly temperature dependent, thus offering
the possibility for a whole range of experiments carried on at
fixed frequency. Relevant for EHI is the negative dielectric
anisotropy �a and a positive electric conductivity anisotropy
�a. Fluorescent material was obtained by doping Mischung
5 at 0.016 wt % with the electrically neutral dye n ,n�-
bis�2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl�-3,4,9,10-perylenedicarboximide
�BTBP� �41�.

The optical scanning method used, FCPM, visualizes the
intensity of polarized fluorescence light emitted by the dye
molecules as the liquid crystal molecules align them. The
fluorescence signal peak occurs when the transition dipole of
the dye molecules is parallel to the polarization of the input

FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental setup for scanning 3D pat-
terns of orientational order and the liquid flow in a liquid crystal by
fluorescence confocal polarizing microscopy. L=Ar laser �

=488 nm�; BS=beam splitter; Hg�mercury lamp; P�polarizer;
O�microscope objective; S�sample; LC�liquid crystal molecule;
D�dye molecule; A�analyzer; PH�pinhole; PMT1�2�
�photomultiplier�s�; AC�alternating current �square wave� func-
tion generator.
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light. The dye concentration was chosen such that the fluo-
rescent signal would be strong enough to give sufficient in-
formation about localization of convective patterns. On the
other hand, the level of doping was chosen well below the
solubility limit. Increasing the concentration of the fluoro-
phore molecules will increase the fluorescence signal as long
as these molecules do not get too close together. When fluo-
rophore molecules are within a few nanometers of each other
they begin to quench each other. Proximity-induced energy
or charge transfer between fluorophores multiplies the effi-
ciency of the quenchers �42�. The fluorescence lifetime for
BTBP dye is � f =3.7–3.9 ns, smaller than the characteristic
time of rotational diffusion �d�10 ns �37,43�; therefore the
dye orientation is not changed during the absorption-
emission sequence. BTBP molecules absorb laser light and
then relax to the ground state by fluorescence or by nonradi-

FIG. 3. �Color online� FCPM of normal rolls. At a frequency f =10 Hz, the applied square ac voltage is V=8.10 V. The threshold voltage
was Vth=7.98 V.

FIG. 4. Shadowgraph image of normal dielectric rolls. The im-
age size is 177�133 m2.
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ative internal conversion. The Stokes shift is given by the
difference between the wavelength of the fluorescence light
and that of the absorbed light. Since the spectral absorption
dipole is along the long axis of the BTBP molecule, there is
a maximum absorption when the polarization of light is
along the same direction. The intensity of the fluorescence
signal when the input light is polarized has the dependence
I�cos4 �, where � is the angle between the direction of light
polarization and the director n �36,37,44�.

The NLC was confined between two indium tin oxide–
coated glass substrates: one 1.1 mm thick, and the other only
0.17 mm thick �45�. Homogeneous alignment �along x� for
the nematic director was achieved by rubbing the polyimide
�PI2555� coating of the glass substrates. The two substrates
were assembled with their coating alignment antiparallel to
each other. The obtained LC cell was placed on the micro-
scope stage with the thin substrate at the top, such that the

laser beam would enter first through this substrate, thus giv-
ing optimal resolution for the FCPM images. The gap d be-
tween the two glass electrodes was chosen large enough for a
separation of dielectric rolls to be seen. At the same time, the
value of d was limited by the axial defocusing of the two
propagating modes �extraordinary and ordinary� of the laser
beam in the anisotropic LC �36,37�:

�z = g��n/nav�z �2�

where g is a dimensionless coefficient of the order of unity
that depends on the geometry of light propagation, �n=ne
−no is the birefringence of the anisotropic medium, with ne
and no the indices of refraction for the extraordinary and the
ordinary ray, respectively, and z is the depth of scanning. The
average index of refraction nav is evaluated as

FIG. 5. �Color online� FCM of two layers of normal dielectric rolls, located one at each electrode. The applied square ac voltage is V
=28.9 V at a frequency f =60 Hz. The threshold voltage was Vth=28.8 V.
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nav =
2no + ne

3
. �3�

The lower the birefringence �n of the material and �or� the
smaller the depth z of scanning, the better the resolution of
the FCPM image. For Mischung 5, the birefringence �n
drops from 0.147 at 15.5 °C to 0.082 at 68.5 °C �40�. The
advantage for the in-depth resolution of using the small bi-
refringence of the material at high temperatures was not
taken. First, the stabilization of NDRs was possible only at
low temperatures, where the viscosities were higher, al-
though the birefringence was also larger. Second, and most
important, was the necessity to lower the threshold for the
dielectric mode below the threshold for the isotropic mode.
The results presented here were obtained at T=15.0 °C, for
which the cutoff frequency was fc=16 Hz. At T=15.5 °C,
the indices of refraction are ne=1.6438 and no=1.4968 �40�,
respectively. The cell gap d=31.1±0.1 m was found using
a Perkin-Elmer uv-visible spectrometer, model Lambda 18.
For this thickness of the slab and the numerical aperture of
the microscope objective 0.6, the axial defocusing �Eq. �2��
was �z�3 m. Nevertheless, the depth of the NDRs was
expected to be several times this value. The cells filled with
the Mischung-BTBP mixture by capillary action were heated
above the clearing point ��84 °C� in order to remove im-
perfections in the alignment. The phase diagram of EHIs
�threshold voltage as a function of frequency� has been de-
scribed elsewhere �38,39�. The condition stated by Eq. �1�
was well satisfied for the observation of normal rolls in the
dielectric mode.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The excitation
beam given by a 488 nm air-cooled argon ion laser was po-
larized and then focused by a dry objective, having magnifi-
cation 40� and numerical aperture �NA� 0.6, into a submi-
crometer volume �voxel� of the sample. The condenser NA
was adjusted to 0.5, the required 80% value from the NA of
the objective �42�. The fluorescence light passed through a
pinhole which, by its small size, discriminated between re-
gions below and above the voxel under observation. In order

to obtain a well-resolved in-depth scan, the size of the pin-
hole passed by the fluorescence light was adjusted to
100 m. The magnification and the numerical aperture of the
objective determined this value. A photomultiplier tube
�PMT1� detected the fluorescent light in the spectral region
510–550 nm. The laser power was small ��300 nW�, in or-
der to avoid light-induced orientation of the dye-doped ma-
terial �46�. High level of the excitation caused by the laser
heating of the sample can also induce nonlinear effects �47�.
Another effect due to laser heating of the sample is a de-
crease in the threshold voltage for EHI. Both horizontal xy
and in-depth xz scans were obtained. The intensity of the
amplified fluorescence signal was stored in the computer as
xy or xz thin optical slices. Transmitted textures were de-
tected by a second multiplier �PMT2, spectral region
585–610 nm�, although the optical microscope was pre-
ferred for the quality of the shadowgraph images. When
scanning NRs, a polarizer was used, with its optical axis
parallel to the director alignment. No polarizer was used for
scanning NDRs. More precisely, when FCPM was used for
scanning NDRs, the mapping intensity was too low to permit
image analysis. The reason is the small dye concentration
correlated with the small scale of the scans. We have used,
therefore, fluorescence confocal microscopy �FCM� to image
NDRs. The temperature of the sample was stabilized within
±0.05 °C with the RM6 Lauda Brinkmann temperature con-
troller. A square ac voltage across the sample was applied
using a Standard Research Systems DS345 function genera-
tor, amplified by a model 7602 wideband amplifier, and mea-
sured with a Keithley 2000 multimeter.

III. RESULTS

Before revealing the dielectric mode we scanned NRs,
recognized from the beginning �48� as a bulk instability.
FCPM scans both in the layer plane �xy� and in the trans-
verse plane �xz� were obtained �Fig. 3�. Minimum fluores-
cence intensity �color mapping, black� corresponds to the
location of cell substrates. In between, maximum fluores-
cence intensity �color mapping, yellow-white� corresponds to
the unperturbed director, since the transition moment of the
dye molecules, being parallel to the director, is also parallel
to the direction of polarization of the input light. As see on
the xz FCPM scan, the fluid-flow pattern extends from one
electrode to the other as a bulk layer of rolls, which are
known to be counter-rotating vortices associated with the
director pattern. The oblique orientation of the rolls with
respect to the cell normal is due to the difference in the
attributes of the two glass substrates, one being thinner than
the other. When voltage is applied across the cell, the thin
substrate is bent increasingly from the glued edges to the
middle of the cell. The rolls being normal to the director and
thus also to the substrates, they tilt with respect to their di-
rection in the absence of an applied voltage �also the direc-
tion of the cell normal�. On the scans, this effect is more
pronounced in the case of large-scale convection �NRs� and
not really discrimated in the case of small-scale convection
�NDRs�. The undulating regions more emphasized near the
bottom electrode are due to light focusing at the locations of

FIG. 6. Model for the fluid flow in the normal dielectric mode.
The space charge is stationary.
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unperturbed director. The available region for light focusing
is larger at the bottom substrate �toward the laser light
source� than at the upper substrate. The counter effect is light
absorbtion and increased defocusing near the bottom elec-
trode. These two effects make the image asymmetric along
the z axis. Above the threshold for the dielectric mode, the
shadowgraph observation shows the NDR pattern very simi-
lar to Williams-Kapustin domains, except for the very low
contrast and also the very small wavelength not scaling with
the cell gap �Fig. 4�. FCM scans revealed convective layers
located one at each electrode �Fig. 5�. The xz scan shows that
the NDR instability develops first at the electrodes as small-
scale flow. Strong anchoring makes director oscillations dif-
ficult and charges accumulate by the CH mechanism. In the
cell middle, about 5–8 m from the 31 m cell gap, the
intensity of the fluorescence mapping shows a minimum.
That is nothing else but a reflection of the fast oscillation of
the director with the frequency of the driven voltage and, at

the same time, an indication of the absence of any flow pat-
tern. Since FCM and not FCPM was used, regions with
higher fluorescence intensity must have higher dye concen-
tration. We expect these regions to be also characterized by
slower dynamics. Therefore, the lower fluorescence intensity
in the cell middle should indicate a fast dynamics of the LC
director. Moreover, if the cell middle were convection-free,
we would see higher fluorescence intensity with FCPM, but
this did not happen. This situation is schematically described
in Fig. 6. As Fig. 5 shows, nonuniform fluid flow is also
manifested in the layer plane by the coexistence of two-layer
and one-layer convection, which was attributed to the high
sensitivity of the EHI to the local heating given by the laser
beam. The roll width w is about 2–3 m, while its depth h is
about 10–13 m. This gives a ratio of roll width to cell gap
ranging from 10 to 16. At finite distance from the threshold,
the convection filled the cell in only one layer of elongated
rolls �Fig. 7�, as the Orsay Liquid Crystal Group predicted

FIG. 7. �Color online� FCM of one layer of dielectric rolls. The applied square ac voltage is V=33.1 V at a frequency f =60 Hz.
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�48�. Increasing even more the applied voltage, the chevron
pattern set in. While the in-plane transmission scan revealed
the defect-mediated chevron pattern, both the in-plane and
in-depth FCPM scans showed the absence of any director or
flow pattern. The chevron pattern is clearly the optical image
of the director fast oscillation and, therefore, cannot be de-
tected by the FCPM scans.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As first observed for chevrons �25,28�, our observations
found that NDRs too are flow patterns and not the result of
bending oscillation of the director. We observed this in a not
very thick cell, while previously reported optical observa-
tions used thick cells too �26�. The SM can explain the tran-
sition from bulk to surface NDRs for the lower limit of the
intermediate-frequency range. Our observations are compat-
ible with this case. A transition at high frequencies cannot be
explained by the SM. The high-frequency range was not in-
vestigated due to limitations in both temporal and spatial
resolutions for the confocal technique. It would have been
very interesting, though, to observe the previously reported
�31� saturation of wavelengths to 2 m that does not agree
with the predicted continuous decrease with the frequency
�1/�f .

The twist mode about z, also the direction for the applied
electric field, plays an important role in the dielectric mode
of EHI. The twist is known to be active for the chevron
formation that follows the NDRs. As was found in �49�, if
the anisotropy axis is twisted, the pattern is localized in
planes that are parallel to the director. The in-depth extension
of the pattern �along z� could be smaller than the cell gap,
and therefore breakdown of the bulk properties is expected,
as we have indeed observed. The director pattern in the NDR
mode must be 3D, in the sense defined in �51�, namely, when
�i� the spatial period�s� are not determined by the spatial
extension of the sample and �ii� the spatial extension of the
sample is in all directions large compared to the period�s� of
the underlying pattern. EHI with magnetic field parallel to
the electric field in NLCs reveals 2D dendritic patterns
�10,11�, while the shadowgraph imaging shows that the di-

rector pattern is 3D. Notice that the conductive mode of the
EHI always leads to quasi-2D patterns. The most important
thing about 3D director patterns in NLCs is the massive oc-
currence of homogeneous soft modes �50–52�, which couple
to the pattern and can drastically change its dynamics �11�. A
reduction of the 3D director pattern dynamics to a quasi-2D
form, as a result of the interaction of the pattern with the
homogeneous twist mode could be tested by measurements
of the electric Nusselt numbers �51,53�. Interesting enough,
both the EHI dendritic pattern and the NDR pattern have
lower dimensionality than the director pattern �3D�. The den-
dritic pattern is 2D, while NDRs represent a 1D pattern. In
both cases, the homogeneous twist mode couples to the pat-
tern and changes its dynamics significantly. The highly non-
linear feature of these phenomena explains why there is no
theoretical description yet available for convective dendrites
and only a partial understanding of the dielectric mode.
Combined analytical and numerical methods like those de-
veloped in �54�, along with more 3D experiments, could
bring more understanding of the 3D liquid crystal director
patterns and fluid flow, and their feedback to each other.

The dielectric mode of the electrohydrodynamic instabil-
ity in a nematic liquid crystal was three-dimensionally im-
aged by fluorescence confocal microscopy as two systems of
small-scale convective flow formed at the electrodes. In the
middle region, a structureless convection with the director
oscillating with the frequency of the applied voltage was
observed. The pattern wavelength was more than one order
of magnitude smaller than and in no relation to the cell gap.
We have also found that, in the normal dielectric mode, a
transition from surface to bulk normal dielectric occurs when
increasing the amplitude while keeping constant the fre-
quency of the applied voltage. By directly imaging both the
director pattern and the flow, our conclusion is that the true
dielectric mode is surface flow instability and not a director
pattern.
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